
Egypt 



Northeastern Africa 

= 

africa but not african 

+ 

not mesopotamian 

 

oldest continuous civ 

of  ancient world 

(25 dynasties before 

 greeks show up) 

 



two parts: Deserts and the Nile 



Deserts = Isolation 

  

= protection = no invasions 

 

= limited interaction = behind 

 

= only two trade connections 

 Delta 

 First Cataract 

 

(cataracts = blockages in the Nile 

= division of  empires) 



Nile longest river in ancient world = life = egypt. 



Nile Floods for 3 months every year 

 

    = 3-5 harvests per year = $ 

 



The Old Kingdom (3000-2000 BC) 

 

  - conquest of  the nile = unity = egypt 

   (delta to the cataract) 

   (first nation state = wealth) 



The Old Kingdom (3000-2000 BC) 

 

  - conquest of  the nile = unity = egypt 

   (delta to the cataract) 

   (first nation state = wealth) 

 

 = government = Pharaoh = stability + prosperity (god like) 

 

 = peace = never attacked = no armies 

 

 = problem of  legitimacy 



pyramids = legitimacy = why? 



pyramids = legitimacy = why 

 

 

pharaoh has $ 

 + wants to be liked 



pyramids = legitimacy = why 

 

 

pharaoh has $ 

 + wants to be liked 

 

 

nile floods = ppl have time 

 

= 

 

 



No Slaves!!!!!! 



pharaoh wants legitimacy 

+ 

workers dont need $ 

= 

Pharaoh needs to pay well 

+ 

entertainment 

+ 

pride and masculine work 

+ 

decade(s) to complete = return labor. 

= 

ppl have to like pharaoh 

+ 

pharaoh can’t be cheap. 

 

 



Size Matters! 
 
 



Size Matters! 

 

  bigger = better king = (ex. Khufu) 

 

   = more people working (100K) 

  

   = more resources required (485’ high vs 75’) 

 

   = more time as king (20 years) 

 

  Adv? 

 

  Disadv? 

 

   

 

 



Decline 

 

 - pyramids important = pharaoh attention 

 

 - government needs to get things done 

 

 - nobles step in to help pharaoh, help people, run local gov’t 

 

 - pharaoh becomes less important (not governing), fades away 

 

 - one pharaoh dies and………..nobody cares 



first intermediate period = 100 years noble warfare 

 

    = princes of  thebes win 

 

     = african trade = $  

 

     = mercenaries 

 

     = victory 

     

 

 



Middle Kingdom 



Middle Kingdom (1900 - 1600 BC) 

 

 = no army 

 

 = pyramids? 



legitimacy  = infrastructure (economic prosperity) 

   Senusret III dredged upper nile = trade 

   Amenemhet III set up mines in Sinai 

 

   +   



legitimacy = infrastructure (economic prosperity)  

   Senusret III dredged upper nile = trade 

   Amenemhet III set up mines in Sinai 

   

    + cultural creation= ‘The Story of  Sinuhe’ 

    (writing regularized, widespread = papyrus) 

    (poets, plays, tales greatness) 

     

adv? 

 

disadv? 



Hyksos = Mesopotamian warrior pirates 

 

 = crossed sinai, invaded lower egypt (delta) 

 

 = killed pharaoh in battle, ended M.K., looted lower egypt, 

begin 2nd intermediate period  = trauma!  

 



Trauma  = a deeply distressing or disturbing experience 

  = massive change in behavior 

  = why did this happen + how prevent it in future 



Trauma  = a deeply distressing or disturbing experience 

  = massive change in behavior 

  = why did this happen + how prevent it in future 

 

 

Egypt is old and awesome 

Hyksos are Mesopotamian thugs 

 

= 

We didnt have an army 

 

= 

We need a king to beat up and unify the nobles, 

to make an army,  

kick out the hyskos 

and use it against anyone who threatens us. 





New Kingdom (1500 -1000 BC) 

 

  = imperial age = legitimacy = war + protection 

 

  = army = mesopotamian army (chariots, horses, bows) 



New Kingdom (1500 -1000 BC) 

 

- imperial age 

 = legitimacy = war + protection 

 

- strong warrior kings 

 

 Ahmose = vs Hyksos 

 

 Thutmose III =  Palestine, Kush 

 

 Ramses II = Battle Kadesh vs Hittites 

   (800 miles away = oldest battle with contemp. Sources) 



Success! 

 

Egypt = Great Power = empire + alliances (Big 3) 

 

Egyptian Pharaohs = powerful + respected 

 

wealth = monumental statues, art, science, culture, medicine 

   (golden age) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Problems 

 

 1. expensive 

 

 2. requires active, powerful kings (A+ heros) 

 

 3.  Puts egypt out into the world 

      

   = makes it a target of  other states = war all time 

 

   = egyptians don’t like it - want to be in Egypt 

 

 



Bronze Age Collapse  

 

 = weak kings + foreign invasion from sea = collapse but unexpected. 

  

 = End of  New Kingdom = end independent Egypt 

 

 

 

 

 


